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1) Generally what kind of relation exists between supply of copyright materials and copyright protection?

- Positive
- negative
- Inverse
- direct

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
Positive

2) What is the duration of copyright in India?

- life+ 50 years
- life+ 60 years
- life+ 70 years
- life+ 80 years

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
life+ 60 years

3) Copyright is associated with......................

- Monopolistic competition
- Oligopoly
- Monopoly
- Duopoly

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
Monopoly

4) At which point patent duration is determined?

1 point
- Marginal social benefit > marginal social cost
- Marginal social benefit < marginal social cost
- Where marginal social benefit = marginal social cost
- None of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Where marginal social benefit = marginal social cost

5) Which agreement protects trade secret?

- Non disclosure agreement
- Non compete agreement
- Both a & b
- None of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Both a & b

6) Which statement is correct about trade secret?

- Duration of its protection is unlimited
- Does not grant competitive advantage
- More weaker than any other IP protection
- Both a and c

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Both a and c

7) Which statement is correct about trademark?

- Reduces search cost
- Increases search cost
- Increases experience cost
- None of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Reduces search cost

8) There will be less incentive to free ride if

- Cost of imitation = revenue from trademark
- Cost of imitation > revenue from trademark
- Cost of imitation < revenue from trademark
- None of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Cost of imitation > revenue from trademark

9) Which statement is true about industrial design?

I. Global rights to industrial design prevail
II. Absence of industrial design protection create free rider problem
III. It cannot be easily copied
IV. It benefits both consumers as well as producers

Accepted Answers:
Cost of imitation > revenue from trademark
1. Only I is true
2. II and IV are true
3. Only III is true
4. All are true

**No, the answer is incorrect.**

**Score:** 0

**Accepted Answers:**
II and IV are true

10. Which agreement does solve the problem of multiple registrations of industrial designs?

1. The Paris Convention
2. TRIPS Agreement
3. Hague Agreement
4. None of the above

**No, the answer is incorrect.**

**Score:** 0

**Accepted Answers:**
Hague Agreement